(March 10, 2016)
In order to further improve the lines of communication and to respond to the concerns between
the National VA Council and you our members, I have established a National VA Council
Briefing. This NVAC Briefing will bring you the latest news and developments within DVA and
provide you with the current status of issues this Council is currently addressing. I believe that
this NVAC Briefing will greatly enhance the way in which we communicate and the way in which
we share new information, keeping you better informed.
Alma L. Lee
National VA Council, President
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Bill to streamline
federal hiring clears
the Senate, heads to

Obama
The 2015 Competitive Service Act aims
to make it easier for agencies to find
qualified applicants.
Read Story
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VA awards 21 spots on $22B IT contract
Veterans Affairs announced the contractors for its massive T4NG IT infrastructure and
security vehicle.

RSA takeaway: Defenders are (over) confident
In cybersecurity, both the attackers and defenders think they have an edge. They can't
both be right.

RELATED: Why DHS goes to RSA
Homeland Security's head of NPPD explains why the agency goes to conferences like
RSA and what she's learned this year's event.
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VA gives deadline to veterans who have applied for health care
Veterans with active applications for VA health care have a year to furnish required
information.

Free download: Transitioning to CoCo
Download our whitepaper on contractor-owned, contractor-operated IT.
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